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1 . Introduction

Let Q C IR", n 5 3 be an open, bounded and smooth domain. We regard Q as a cell tissue
and I‘ := 89 as tissue wall. Consider a reaction occurring inside the cell tissue and involving N
different substances. Assuming that there is no flux of concentration through I"; that is, the tissue
wall is a barrier and taking into account the diffusion, we arrive at the following model

at = Div(a,,Vu) + f(u), in Q,

6—11 = o, in F,
(1-1)

any

h ew er a“ -a Va 17
8,7” "" D i

is the covariant normal derivative and ii is the outward normal at the boundary, u 6 IR“ is
the concentration vector (each coordinate represents the concentration of a substance), a, is the
diffusion coefficient.

This model states that the van'ation of the concentration is given by the terms arising from
diffusion plus the terms arising from reaction. The fact that the cell wall is a barrier is described
through the no flux condition at the boundary I‘.

To simplify the presentation let us consider the simplest nontrivial situation. Let 9 represent
a single cell tissue which is divided into two compartments; the citoplasm 01 and the nucleus 90.
Suppose that no is a smooth open subregion of 0 with boundary 1}; and such that 50 C 0. Assume
that To is a smooth close_d surface in 0, which encloses no. This divides 9 into two subregions;
namely no and 01 := Q\{lo.



Q!)

Q)-

So far the model does not take into account the fact that the nucleus and the citoplasm are
separated by a permeable membrane. This will be dealt with in the following way, assume that
the substances diffuse quickly throughout the nucleus or citoplasm but the diffusion through the
membrane To is slow. Mathematically speaking this means that a, is large inside 90 and 9; but
gets small at To. We assume that a, if —» IR is a continuously differentiable function satisfying

lu(t) Z 5, for z e flaw“) U aim“)
au(-"=) S “(I'M for z E Q\flg' u 91" (1-2)

a,(:c) _>_ av, for z E 9.

where p : lR+ —» IR+ and f) : IR+ —> lR+ are continuous strictly decreasing functions satisfying
p(0) = r,(0)=1 and Q: = {z E 95: dist(z,I‘o) > r}.

With these assumptions in mind we intuitively guess that the concentrations should approach
spatially constant functions in 90 and 91 and therefore, we should be able to approximate the
problem (1.1) by a system of two coupled ordinary differential equations describing the average
concentrations in the nucleus and in the citoplasm. If that is the case, it would be very interesting
to determine this limiting system explicitly.

To establish which is the limiting system for the problem (1.1) we need to better understand
the following eigenvalue problem

Div(ayV¢>") = —A" 45", in Q

8¢”__ _ - (1.3)
611],

—- 0, in P.

Let Ai’ 5 A; 5 A;,--- be the sequence of eigenvalues, solutions of the problem (1.3), count-
ing multiplicity and ¢f,¢§’,¢§, - - . be a corresponding sequence of orthonormalized eigenfunctions.
Then, we expect the following result to hold (see Carvalho and Pereira [1992] for the case n = 1).

Lemma 1.1. Under the assumption (1.2) We have that

A; 5 0, ¢, 5 |fl|~t
a MA”-—>————I‘’ ztlnounll' °'

1
,- 2

«is; if" 23mm
i=0

ass-so, whereko= dfiffh andkl = -\/B{?fh. Furthermore, A§~>oo asu—sO.

Indeed, we prove that Lemma 1.1 holds in the case n = 2, see Section 2 for the proof.

With this result we proceed to guess which is the limiting system. For simplicity of notation
we assume that N = 1, the proofs go through unchanged in the ease N > 1. Let u be a solution of
(1.1) and consider the following decomposition

u=mfi+hfl+w'
2
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where u] = fouqii’, u; = faint; and w = u - upti‘ — 14mg. This decomposition induces a decom-
position in the equation (1.1) in the following way

n= [0 f(u1¢i’(2)+uz¢i(2)+w(2)l¢i’dzdv

a, = 4m + [a f(ux¢1”('~') +me) + woman
w. = DiV(aqu) + +f(u1¢l +m: + w) — j“ f(u)¢rdz at as; - jn f(u)¢l’dz dy 4s;

Ow
- 0.

85V

Since the third eigenvalue A5 is blowing up to infinity , we guess that w will play no role in
the asymptotic behavior and we have

111 ~ [0 f(u1¢¥(z) +womanly
112 ~ 4m + [a f(ux¢>‘f(z) + umzuwdzdy

using the convergence of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions we obtain that the limiting system should
be

‘1—|Q°|f(u ( mu )*M) m f(u _( mo| Y)W my; Iflol 1m 1m |Q|t 19mm 2

._ a M u mu m f
"2“ alumna—”TN“ ”190”ng(IQoIIQl) “2)(|aoun|) (“l

_,1,, _(_n91_)*u2 (MyIsl—Ill¢ Iflxllfll Iflillfll

The variables ul and 11,2 may not be the best choice of variables to study this problem. A
better choice would probably be a variable that reflected the average over (lo and 91. To relate u]
and u; with these average we consider

=|Qo|"1/n u(z)dz, and 92 =|91|'1/ u(z)dz
o 01

thus,
= mrt (19°le +I91Ivz)

u==<mzlvfl>w

Whit—$3>

w_l_flol§u
lil—lliuz

and



With this change of coordinates the system (1.4) becomes

.__1 1m 1m”“ zzlno||a||_no”‘|“ ”WW
. Q
‘02—= §|91||||Qo|||90|l(v1_ 02) + f(02)'

(1.5)

Note that the concentrations in flu and in Q; depend on the reaction occurring inside 90 or
Q1 respectively plus the flow through the nucleus membrane which is proportional to the difference
between the concentrations in the nucleus and citoplasm. Also note that the coupling is proportional
to the length of the permeable membrane. Models of this type appear in synthesis of mRNA in
the nucleus and the consequent production of the inhibiting protein in the citoplasm, in this case
the model should also consider a delay in the production of the inhibiting protein. The model
presented here is just a simple model used to introduce the results, much more general models with
several cells (or compartments) and taking into account delays can be considered. For applications
of these results see Jacob and Monod [1961], Mahaffy and Pao [1984] and Mahaffy and Pao [1985].

More generally, we expect that results similar to Lemma 1.1 hold for tissues with any number
of cells. That is, consider an open, bounded and smooth domain Q C IR“, which we will regard as
a cell tissue. Assume that there is a positive integer l and smooth subregions Q, 1 5 i S l, of Q,
such that
l) 9; fl Qj = G, i # js
ii) Q C Uf_lQ,-
iii) Ifl".-—— 3Q.~\F and I},- := Pgflrj. Assume that R,- is afinite union of smooth (n—1)-—manifolds

in Q.

The regions Q,- are called cells and its boundary 1“.- will be referred to as cell walls or membranes.
We assume that the inner walls; that is, I‘.-\P are permeable membranes whereas the outer wall,
I", is a barrier through which no substance can pass. The no flux condition, at the boundary F,
assumed in (1.1) reflects the fact that the outer wall is a barrier. The fact that the inner walls,
rij, are permeable membranes is reflected through the assumption that the diffusion coefficient
becomes small in a neighborhood of r.-,-.

Let a,e, I, be positive constants and Q”.'= {z E Q.- :dist(z, I”.-) > r}. Assume that the diffusion
coeficient a,. Q -» IRrs a continuous function satisfying the following conditions

a,(z) 2 s, V: e aim") 1 5 i 5 t
au(2) S ap(V)v, Vz e 9\ uf=l $15" (1.6)

a.,(z) 2 cu, Va: 6 Q

where p : 111+ —+ IR+ and 1) : 111+ —> 111+ are continuous strictly decreasing functions satisfying
p(0) = 1 and ”(0) = 1.

These conditions mean that for a reaction occurring inside cells of a tissue and taking into
account the spatial diffusion, the diffusion is large inside the cells whereas it becomes small at the
membranes. Hence, we expect that concentrations will rapidly homogenize inside the cells and any
changes in the concentration will occur at the membranes.

4



lntuitively we guess that the equations (1.1) inside a cell will be much like an ordinary differ-
ential equation where the unknowns are the average concentrations inside the cells. Any coupling
with equations describing the average concentrations of adjacent cells would be made through the
membrane. Thus, the problem (1.1) would be described by a system of t ordinary differential
equations. Our first intent is to determine how this limiting ordinary differential equations should
look like.

Consider the eigenvalue problem

Div(ayV¢) = -,\"¢, in 9,
92 _ (1.7)
as ’ ‘

and assume that (A;,¢2) is a sequence of eigensolutions of the problem (1.7) with the eigenvalues
ordered so that they are increasing and counting multiplicity.

With these assumptions in mind we expect the following result to hold.

Lemma 1.2. Let (A:,¢:), n _>_ 1 be a sequence ofsolutions of (1.7) such that the eigenvalues A;
are ordered increasingly, counting multiplicity, and the eigenfunctions dis are normalized. Then,
there are a z 0,1:{6 IR, 1 5 i,j 5 t, such that 51 = 0,14 = |n|-i,15 j 5 t and

happen 15.5:
11—0

1
. .—L3( ) -

.¢; ~" 2:14am, := xi, 15151
i=1

where 25:1 kfkmflfl = 6m, 1 S i,m 5 L Furthermore, AZ“ —> 00 as u -—> 0.

Even though we have strong numerical evidences that this result holds (see later sections), we
have not been able to prove it with this degree of generality (partial results have been obtained
and should appear in a future work). We have proved Lemma 1.1. Its proof is presented in Section
2. Let us obtain the limiting system of ordinary differential equations assuming Lemma 1.2 (it will
be used for the numerical examples).

Let v = (”la'” ,!7[) 6 ml, v = (¢i,t°"s¢;) and QU ' v = 25=1¢5v1u
If u(t,x) is a solution of (1.1) in X3, it can be written as

u(t,z) = 11>,(z)- v(t) + w(t,z) (1.8)

where v(t) 6 IR‘ and w(t,-) E Wt}.
Using the above decomposition the equation (1.1) can be rewritten as

do
3 = wagon-mil)» + / f(§u(v) - v + w(t.v))dias(¢x(r).---.¢z(fl))dv,

0

wt = Div(a.,Vw) + f(Qy(z) - v + w(t, 2» — ’v(3) ' ./n ‘vfllfl’vfifl ' 9 + w(t, v))dy,

8m—=0.81/



From Lemma 1.2 one expects that the component 10 does not play much role in the asymptotic
behavior of (1.1). Therefore,

1

ii,- ~ -,\;v,- + /n f (2 vi¢i(tl)) ¢j(ll)dlh l S J" .<. 1»

i=l

1,me the assumptions on the eigenfunctions ¢§, one expects that

l , z z

51. ~ _A;.’v_,- +2/ f (E vi¢i(tl)) ¢j(y)dtl ~ “5116+E] f (2: kg“) kgdy
q=l 0' n,i=1 q=l i=1
1 1

~ —£_,~v,- +Z lflqlf (Z kfvi) 16}. 15 J' S (-
q=1 i=l

Therefore, the following limiting ordinary differential equation is associated with ( 1.1)

ilj = —fjvj+fj(v],'”,vl)i ISJ'Sfi (1'9)

where
l l

fj(”1a“'a"l) = 2 mm (Ekfvi) kg, 1515 e.
9=1 i=l

Let us rewrite this system in a better way. Let K = (k1,--- Jet), k, = (k},--- ,kf)T, 1 5 i _<_ l
and M = djag(|fl1|, - - - , |Ql|); then, from the orthogonality of the normalized eigenfunctions ¢.~ it
follows that

t
1/0 ¢.~<z>¢.-<z)dz — Z [m ksz’dzl =| [a [¢i(z)[¢i(z) — xi(z)1+i¢.~(z)— «nuns-(zndxl

P=1

5 Il¢i — Xillum) + ||¢j — XiHL’m)

therefore,
I

a..- = A ¢,-(=)¢.~(z)dz —» 2 lfltlkfks’
p=l

and 23:1 |o,|k;3kr = a.,-. With this information we have KTMK = MKKT = 1, and

l l
. -210mm; = 1-

j=1 p=l

If in = Kn and E = diag(£1,---,£¢), we can rewrite (1.9) as

if: = —KEKTMw +g(w)

Where £0”) = (f(101), ' ° ' f (MDT-

Before we can state our main result let us introduce some notation and” hypotheses. We are
interested in those systems for which some kind of dissipativeness is taking place and for which the
existence of an asymptotic set of states (global attractor) can be assured.

6



Let X = L’(Q) and A, C X —+ X be the operator defined by

no» = w e we) =
0d>_ .

817, -0,1nl"}

11.43 = —Div(a,,V¢) + w, d: e D(A.,),

for some 6 > 0, fixed.
Then, we can define the fractional powers A3 ofA, and the associated fractional power spaces

3 = D(Af,') endowed with the graph norm. Then, y = H‘m) and "Mlxi = In aVIV¢|2dz +
6 f“ dfldz (see Henry [1981]).

v

Our first task is to guarantee the local existence of solutions for the problem (1.1). Suppose
that the function f : IR" —+ IR“ is a twice continuously differentiable function and that there exist
constants 5,8,- > 0, 1 _<_ i S N, such that

8(68 ‘i‘ f(ulr"'aui—l,35ui+l" ' ' aux» < 0, V3 ¢ Si (1.10)

where E; := [5136].
Under these conditions, it has been proved in Carvalho [1993] that the problem (1.1) has a

global attractor AV in X3, 1 > a > max{%, %}. It has also been proved in Carvalho [1993] that

u(z) 6 E := 111-212“ V1? 6 9, Va 6 Av, Vu > 0.

This result enables us to cut the nonlinearity f in such a way that: i) the new nonlinearity
is globally bounded with first and second derivatives globally bounded; ii) the new system has a
global attractor which coincides with A, (this is accomplished by cutting the nonlinearity in a way
that preserves condition (1.10) and that does not change f in a neighborhood of 2). Therefore,
without loss of generality, we assume that f is globally bounded with first and second derivative
globally bounded throughout this paper.

If the nonlinearity j satisfy (1.10), it is not hard to see that this system of ordinary differential
equations (1.9) has a global attractor A; C IR2 ‘. For example, we could use the Liapunov function

1 ‘ ”i
V(w) = 5(Karfluw) - Ema-1 [o f(s)ds

6:1

to prove the existence of such global attractor.

Consider the following decomposition of X3,

xg=wew,{
where

w .-. span[¢1,---,¢¢], wt, = {45 e x: : (45,0, - v) = o, v e m‘},

M) = /n «swam.
7



Let
szlR‘QWf'Q-‘m, 15.75!

t
Pj(v,¢) = /nf (E tit-dish!) + $00) 460041! - Liv), 1 S j S 1

i=1

Lemma 1.8. Assume that f is smooth. Then, for ||(v,w)||x3 5 r there exist Lp. (r, u), Mp.(T,V)
such that

J ’

Ile(v,w)IIn S LallWle: + Mia-(flu)

and
||Vij(”,w)||n‘ .<. Lallwllx: + Mi’,-(7"V)

where ij(r,v), ij(r,v) —> 0 as V --> 00.

Theorem 1.4. There exists an exponentially attracting invariant manifold 5” given by the graph
of a, : IR‘ —+ X3 such that the attractor A, is contained in S,. The flow in S” is given by
(v(t),w(t)) = (v(t),cr,,(v(t))), where v(t) is the solution of

1300
ii: —diag(z\1,---,A¢)v+ E +P,(v,a,,(v)), (1.11)

M”)

where PAM!!!) = (P1(v,w), - - -,P¢(v,w))T. Iff is smooth and the flow defined by (1.9) is struc-
turally stable, for u small enough, the flow defined by (1.11) is structurally stable and they are
topologically equivalent; in addition, the family of attractors {AW V 2 O} is continuous at zero.

The proof of this result follows from the invariant manifold theory (see, Henry [1981] or Car-
valho [1992]) and from Lemma 1.3.

2. Proof of the Results

Proof of Lemma 1.1. The statements about (Af,¢},) are trivial. Let us show that the second
eigenvalue A; remains bounded as u —v 0; that is, that there exist a constant m > 0 such that

A§Sm, Vv>0.

To that end we find a family of functions {(”, v > 0} in H1(Q) and a constant m > 0, such
that C" l 1, "(Wham = 1 and

/[<>(—>]
To construct the family C, we introduce some notation. First assume that

7= (11.72) = (Otll'ol) —* Q

8



is a parametrization of the curve I]; by arc length. Let

Ru = {(m) 6 9 = (m) = 709) + this), a E (0,IFoI), t e (—val)},

where ii(s) = (n1(s),ng(s)) = (—72(8),71(8)) is the normal vector to the curve I}, at a.

We define Q, in the following way

ct = 7:0, (m) e flo\Ru
(V = E1, (37106 Q1\Ru

if (z,y) E R, we can write
(2,11) = its) + tfi(s),

and we define

(Aw) = I'm + 12-1“ (t + uz).

Finally we choose it,- such that iiCuiiUm) = 1 and (U _L l and this implies that E,- = k,- + o(1),
i = 0,1.

Let us now verify the condition (2.1). To that end we need to consider the change of coordinates

T : (o,|ro|) x (—ul,ul) -+ R

(M) —' (an) = ‘7(8) + 1509)-

Its J acobian Matrix is given by

_ ‘7'(8)+tn'(8) ‘7'(8)+tfl’()J(T)_ 1

n1(s)l
2 ”(8)sz

and detJ(T) = 1. Here we use that fi(s) = (—7g(s),71(s)), that |"y°'(s)| = 1 and that a'y'"(.g) =
k(s)r“i(s), where k(s) is the curvature at -'y‘(a).

Our next step is to determine the gradient in.this new set of coordinates as a function of the
gradient in the old coordinates. We have that, if (,(a,t) = (.,(’y’(s) + tii(s)),

8__Cv
= an 82 OCV all

8s 83: 83 811 8—3

8<__V_ =8Cu 82 +__B_C_vBy: kl " E0

8t 8: 8t 8}; 8t 2ul '

=0

It follows that

- 2 - '

V 0 v u
z

' v v v(25?) 48) ”1+MK???) +“""’2(’)’)(%(;) +2r1i(“nu )%—‘ 22

where r = r(t,s) = —2tk(s) + t’k(s)2.



If km“ = maxnaOJFol) |k(3)| “d b(”) = %v (2 + V'kmax)kma,x, we have that

2 - 3
2

(1-b(v))[(a)“a“ +(%‘;) ] S (25) + (”C") <(1+b(M)[()(0—41) +(%%) ]
It follows from the estimates above that

A"< [0mI”)[(az)”ac" (03—2)”Liz dy

s/may(z,y)[(%—‘) +(5’a—i") lady+o(1>
|Fo| 30 64}

2

Sl—b(——u—)/_t,l,/ [<6s)+ (at) ds‘“

5 §(k1—ko)2lro|+o<1)
a |Q|

S21|—_——flo“9 [IFo|+ 0“)

Thus we obtain that

limsupAi’S a IQI r .

"so 21m, noN °'

To prove that there are only two eigenvalues that stay bounded as u tends to zero we must
first to understand a little better the behavior of the eigenfunctions associated to those eigenvalues
that stay bounded. Let (A”,¢,,) be a solution of (1.7) such that 45” .L 1, ||¢VNL:(Q) = 1 and
lim supyflo A" = m < 00; then,

My - XllL’m) —> 0

as v —> 0, where X = 2:21 leg/Var In fact, given r > 0 there exists we > 0 such that

m
||¢u||m(n;) S 1 + tw-

This implies that there exists a sequence V,- --» 0 and constants kmkl such that

ll¢w — killb’mn —' 0

as v,- —> 0.
It is easy to see that k.- do not depend on the sequence u,- —> 0 and on r.

Claim. Fbr all (Mutts) solutions of (1.7) such that limsup,_,o A: < 00, we have

Il¢2llb’(fl:) —' 0, as V 4 0.

10



where R" = 0\ Ul-o film”. This condition is obviously satisfied if there exists a constant K > 0
such that ||¢"||°° < K.

It follows from the Claim that

|Q,|k3 + move} = 1, |91|k0 +|92|k1 =

It follows from the orthogonality of eigenfunctions that A; —» 00 as u —» 0.

Let us now prove that
a IQI

limian5>_ 2—1|Qo———|——ml||l"o|.

Let o denote the second eigenfunction, thus we have

A5: Aw y) Kg?) +(§—f) lei-row jmw y)[(—§—f) + (g—j)2]dzdy

ZW/ Kg) +(g_3)]my
2'—_“1—b<u)"”full/elm “(99+ (3?)QSJ‘“

- b(v)”1—l,/Ir°|("5t‘) “3
a 1 WM

1_ My)5 jo news) - ”Infi(8)) — ems) +meow“
a Irol l |ro| t 2

1_b(u)§17[(/0 '¢(‘7-”1nfi)l’ds) —</0 |¢(7+qufi)[2ds) } ,

1 Irol
_‘ 2Tro'l/ 1m<s)—wnfi(s))1’ds—»ko

IV

IV

Since

and
[Tel

T‘J / [¢('7(s) + wan-sm’ds ——» in”

we have that
a M
m: "92I“and the lemma follows. It only remains to prove the Claim.

umsupxz 2 ion - fem!-
y—oO 21

Proof of the Claim. Let (s, t) and (3,7), he points in Rum- Therefore, for any normalized
eigenfunction ¢ associated to one dgenvalne A which stays bounded as u —> 0, we have

I¢(s,t)— ¢(8 TN”-< I/ ¢:(8,0)d0|’< |(t-f)/M8 0240, <2” "I'M-9, ”240
—yn'

11



and
unl [Pollr l

/o
0

[ml|¢(s, t)— ¢(a, r)[2dsdt_< 41/2 11'12/0 ¢g(8,0)2d8d0
—yfl[ -vnl

thus

lrol Vfl‘
2 i‘_ [Pol unl }

(lo /_”‘|¢(s,t)| dsdt lo [y"‘|¢(s,r)|2dsdt)

IFoI vnl é |r°| i
= (A /_M,|¢(s’t)|2d8 (it) — (21/171)§ (lo |¢(s,r)|2ds>

.

vnl [Fol
%

521/171 (lo ¢t(s,0)2dsd0)
—an

<2In(% )%u§

Similarly, we obtain that for some to > 0

[To] —v1n —unl [Pd/ / |¢(s,t)-¢(s,r)|2dsdtgtg/ ¢,(s,a)2dsdo
—to 0

and

(film/w“,|gz§(s,1')|2d.sdt)(/'roI—/—Wn|<15(s,t)|2d.ssdt)i

./||r0
o —u r)

%

0(./o |¢(s, 1'

GM) —</0l: I/o
I

fd>(s,t)|2dsdt)

<4)?”
/—unl

|ro|

H “

IA to Ms 9)Haw)

IA 6?

and it follows that

0
§

o “U n *
13 (fr '|¢(s,r)|’ds) - (ff

'L: man’am) s 1+to (If-YA

[Fol/val ”(a filzdufl); 4 0
0 -uql

,

12

and
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Proof of Lemma 1.3. For ||(v,w)||x3 5 r

l l l
-P.-(v.w) = Z I9 lf (2m1) k:- - A f (Enemy) +mm)mm

0:1 1 k=l
l 1=2/ [f (gvkki)k§-ff(zv.<t)¢.(y)+w(t,y)) ¢,-(y)]dy

i=l k’l kzl

->:/HE)(MWi=l
l

+2 [o [f (2WM) k:- — f (2mm») mo] dy
' k=lk=1

1 l l
+ E [n [f ( vk¢k(y)) My) — f (E vk(t)¢k(y) + w(t.y)) ¢j(y)J dy

‘ k: 1i=1 k=l

Let M = {sup{,En} lf’ (s)|}. Then,

|P-,(v w)|<MZ/
i=1 n,

Duct— Ewe)
k: I

+ cm /a mo) — ¢.-(y)|’dy +2 f. leum |¢.(y)|dy
6:1 ‘

S M Ilflflllum) + Mia-(w)

Ik' Idy

From Lemma 1.2, it follows that

l
' < -——— a .|P1(vvw)i _. M Al+1(”)a “w(y)“X, + MP, (T,V)

and the first part of the lemma is proved. The second part of the lemma follows similarly.

8. Dirichlet Boundary Conditions

In this section we consider the eigenvalue problem

Div(a,.Vu) = —Au, in 9,
u = 0, in I‘.

with a, satisfying (1.2). In this case we expect that the first eigenvalue converges and that the
second eigenvalue blows up to +00. As before, independently of the boundary condition we expect
that any eigenfunction associated to an eigenvalue that stays bounded must converge to a step
function of the form X = Ito/Yo, + kpl’nr Since the eigenfunction must satisfy the boundary
condition we must have that k; = 0. This justifies the fact that only one eigenvalue may stay
bounded since an eigenfunction associated to another eigenvalue must be orthogonal to the first
and both must converge to X. In fact the following result holds
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Lemma 3.1. Let A; be the sequence of eigenvalues of the problem (3.1) and d’: be an orthonor-
malized sequence of associated eigenfunctions. Under the assumption (1.2) we have that

a
A: -» 571ml II‘oI

is: '-—‘“’ mom...
as u —-+ 0. firthermore, A; -> oo asu-» 0.

The proof of this results follows similarly to the proof of Lemma 1.1 and we omit it.

More generally we expect that the following result holds

Lemma 3.2. Assume that a, satisfy (1.6) and let (Ax, ¢L‘), n 2 1 be a sequence ofsolutions of(3.1)
such that the eigenvalues A: are ordered increasingly, counting multiplicity, and the eigenfunctions
(p: are normalized. Let p < I be the number cells which do not touch F; then, there are E; 2 0,
kg’ 6 IR, 1 5 i,j 5 1), such that

limAfzfg, ISiSpu—sO

1. .-L2(n) p
j _

d)” "" Zkanj:=Xg,1$1§p
j=1

where 25:1 kfkjnlflJ-l = 6m, 1 S i,m 5 p. Furthermore, Ag“ —» 00 as u —» 0.

If this last result holds then a result similar to Theorem 1.3 holds with identical proof. Nu-
merical evidences that Lemma 3.1 holds are shown in the next section.

4. Numerical Experiments

In this section we present a series of numerical experiments which were implemented, using
the package PLTMG (Bank [1990]).

4.1 Neumann Boundary Condition
The first three examples support the claims of lemma 1.2 for different configurations and levels

of geometric complexities. The fourth example is an instance of the claims of lemma 1.1
1. First Experiment

Let Q = (0,4) x (0,2) and assume that this tissue is divided into three cells as follows:

Q,={(z,y)ElR’:z>0,y>0,p/>z-l andy<2},
92:«2,106le:y>0,y<z-—1andy<3—z}

and
Q3={(z,y)elR2:y>0,z<4,y<2,y<z—1andy>z—3}.

Let Pr,- = 89; 0895, l 5 i,j S 3 and Q: = {(z,y) E Q.‘ :dist((z,y),rij) > r, 1 51's 3}.
Assume that a, is defined by

mm) = 5, WM!) e nr“+”"
‘v(3sv) = ”r V(z,y) E 9\ Uig=l I?
linear and continuous elsewhere

14



For this we obtain, numerically, that A; E 0 and

for v = 0.2 and e = 0.05, we have A3 = 0.639, A3 = 2.08 and A4 = 6.83,
for u = 0.1 and e = 0.05, we have A3 = 0.769, A3 = 2.23 and A4 = 14.1,
for v = 0.05 and c = 0.05, we have Ag = 0.822, A3 = 2.28 and A4 = 28.8.

and this suggests that the first three eigenvalues converge whereas the fourth blows up to +00.

2. Second Experiment
Let Q = (0,2) x (0,2) and assume that this tissue is divided into three cells as follows:

Ql={(z,y)€IR2:z>0,y>0andz<1},
Qz={(z,y)€IR2:2>z>land 2>y>1}

and
93={(z,y)€lR2:1<z<2and0<y<1}.

Let Pei = 391039131 51315 3 and “I = {(¢.y) E 9.- = dist((x,y),F.-j) > r, 1 51's 3}.
Assume that a” is defined by

ay(z, y) = -ll;’ V(z,y) E Qr(l+u‘)

auctry) = ”1 VCR-71) E 9\ U?=1 fir;
linear and continuous elsewhere

For this we obtain, numerically, that Al E 0 and

for u = 0.14 and 6 = 0.1, we have A2 = 1.02, A3 = 1.49 and A4 = 13.1,
for u = 0.07 and e = 0.1, we have A2 = 1.01, A3 = 1.50 and A4 = 39.7,
for v = 0.035 and c = 0.1, we have A2 = 1.01, A3 = 1.51 and A4 = 77.0.

and this suggests that the first three eigenvalues converge whereas the fourth blows up to +00.

3. Third Experiment
Let Q = (0, 1) x (0,4) and assume that this tissue is divided into three cells as follows:

91={(z,y)€lR2:z>0,y>0,y>z—1andy<l},
9,={(z,y)€m2:y>0,y<z—l, andy<3—z}

and
93={(z,y)ElR2:1>y>0,y>3—-:r:andz<4}.

Let I‘.-,- = 89;n812,-,15i,j S 3 and Q}. = “2,30 6 Q.- : dist((z,y),I‘.-_,-) > r, 1S j S 3}.
Assume that a, is defined by

1 .new) = ;. V(z.v) e 9th ’

‘v(zsy) = V’ V(z,y) 6 0\ ”2:1 IE
linear and continuous elsewhere

15



For this we obtain, numerically, that Al E 0 and

for V = 0.14 and c = 0.05, we have A; = 0.558, A3 = 2.45 and A4 = 27.3,
for V = 0.07 and c = 0.05, we have A; = 0.618, A3 = 2.59 and A4 = 66.6,
for V = 0.035 and e = 0.05, we have A: = 0.643, A3 = 2.64 and A4 = 146.0.

and this suggests that the first three eigenvalues converge whereas the fourth blows up to +00.

4. hurt): experiment

Let Q = {(z,y) 6 IR2 : (z’ + 112)! < 2} and assume that this tissue is divided into two cells as
follows:

no = Has) 6 “12:0” + if”)1 <1}.
and

n. = {(I.y) 6 m2 =1<(z’+y’)* < 2}.

Let r0 = {(z,y) e 1112422 +mi = 1} and a: = {(z,y) e n.- : dist((z,y),l‘o) > r}, i = 0,1.
Assume that a, is defined by

a.(z.y> = 1 Wm) e nr“+"'>

May) = v, WM) 6 9\ Ul=o 0—

also, assume that av can be obtained by rotation of a piecewise linear function defined in [—2,2].

For this we obtain, numerically,

for V = 0.1 and c = 0.1, we have A2 = 1.42, and A3 = 28.7,
for V = 0.06 and c = 0.1, we have A2 = 1.38, and A3 = 51.3.

and this suggests that the first two eigenvalues converge whereas the third blows up to +00.

4.1 Dirichlet Boundary Condition

For the Dirichlet case in the experiments 1 through 3 there is no eigenvalue which stays bounded
since all the cells touch the cell wall. For the fourth experiment we obtain one eigenvalue which
stay bounded whereas the second blows up. In fact we obtain

Let Q, 00, 91, P0 and a, be as in the fourth experiment. For this we obtain, numerically,

for V = 0.1 and e = 0.1, we have A, = 1.02, and A; = 24.3,
for V = 0.06 and e = 0.1, we have A, = 1.01, and A; = 50.0.

and this suggests that the first eigenvalue converge whereas the second blows up to +00.

A few pictures of the eigenfunctions are attached so that the reader can crow check the re-
maining conclusions of lemma 1.2 and 3.1. Many other experiments have been carried out and they
all show evidences that Lemma 1.2 holds. We remark that these numerical experiments played a
fundamental role in the understanding the eigenvalue problem and consequently in the proof of
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lemmas 1.1 and 3.1. We strongly believe that the few technical difficulties that we have found to
prove Lemma 1.2 should be solved soon.

5. The Software

The numerical results presented in the last section were obtained with the software package PLTMG.
This package solves the following boundary value problem:

—Div(a(z,y,u,Vu,A)) + f(z,y,u,Vu,A), in 9 (5.1)

with boundary conditions given by

u = gl(z,y,A) on I" (5.2)

Bu 314
_, I

(“137,0155).n = Mm,» on amr = F" (5-3)

where Q is a connected region in IR’, 30 = F' U F", ii is the unit normal, a1,ag,f,gl and gg are
scalar functions and A is a parameter. The user can also specify a constraint on the solution of the
form:

p(u,,\)z/flp1(z,y,u,Vu,z\)dzdy+/ p2(z,y,u,Vu,A)ds (5.4)
80

with pl and pg scalar functions.
PLTMG implements a finite element method based on triangular elements and C0 piecewise

linear functions. The resulting nonlinear system of equations arising from the discretization of (5.1)
and from the normalizing equations (5.4) is solved by a damped Newton iteration combined with
the hierarchical basis multigrid iteration.

As for the errors in the numerical solution produced by PLTMG it implements a posteriori
error estimates in the L’(Q) and H1m) norms. The rationale behind a posteriori error estimates
is that one can control the errors in the numerical solution by adapting the grid to the underlying
behaviour of the true solution. This would be of no use were it not possible to show that by
controlling the a posteriori errors one in fact controls the error in the solution. A priori error
estimates are also available and they are much easier to derive, however they are not of so much
use regarding error control.

Let u be the solution of problem (5.1), (5.2),(5.3) and u). be the numerical solution computed
by PLTMG. Here h denotes the mesh parameter, that is, if T.-,i = 1, - - - ,nT is a triangle in the
triangulation of 9, then

h = M¢35=1,...mrh¢

where h,- is the diameter of T,-.

We then have the a priori error estimates (see, Strang and Fix [1973])

"it — uhllwn) S Crhzllullmm)

“u — usllmm) S Czhllullmm)

The results above prove that the finite element approximation coma-gee to the exact solution when
the mesh parameter shrinks to zero, but daes not provide for error estimates to be used for error
control because it depends on the exact solution 11. A posteriori em: estimates, on the other hand,
provide for error control as well as the convergence of the numerical method. For the case of a linear
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selfadjoint and positive definite problem Bank and Weiser [1985] prove the following a posteriori
error estimates:

Clllfl - MIN 5 "It!” S (1 — Cc)|||u - uslll
C and C. are constants, "H" is the energy norm and e is the a posteriori error estimate. Bank and
Weiser [1985] give all the details for the calculation of e.
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